INTRODUCTION
IEEE802.22 WRAN is the first standard for wireless broadband access to support the unlicensed operation with cognitive radio (CR) technologies in the VHF/UHF broadcast bands from 54MHz to 862MHz. IEEE802.22 system is aimed at providing broadband access with packet-based transport capabilities that can support a wide range of services such as data, voice and video. On the basis of the Point-to-Multipoint (P-MP) topology, a base station communicates with at least one customer premise equipment (CPE) on the less populated rural areas. The typical range of the system is 33km for coverage of population density of about 1.25 person/km 2 and above, and up to a maximum of 100 km. The system will operate at the VHF/UHF broadcast bands and its radio environments may be possible in line-of-sight as well as non line-of-sight situations between a base station and fixed CPEs. With the regards of frequency reuse, the system should be deployable in both multiple and single cell environment. Basically, WRAN system has the similar aspects of WiMAX. The key difference is the service cell coverage and the coexistence with PUs which has the priority rights on the TV bands. IEEE 802.16 was developed to provide the infrastructure necessary to support both fixed and mobile wireless metropolitan access network in the range of 1-5 km radius. It operates on microwave frequencies above 2 GHz, e.g. WiMax at 2.5 GHz, 3.5 GHz and 2.3 GHz. IEEE 802.22 is intended for fixed wireless broadband services in rural areas covering a distance of up to 100 km. In the next section we are emphasising on proposed simulation model of WRAN which is divided in transmitter, channel and receiver section.
1
PROPOSED SIMULATION MODEL OF WRAN.
TRANSMITTER OF WRAN.
Fig1: Transmitter of WRAN At the transmitter first binary random data is generated. Then by randomization the binary sequence is converted into to the random sequence to avoid long sequence of "0"s & "1"s. Here XOR operation is performed with 15-bit Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR). The generator polynomial defined for the randomizer is given by Equation -1 + X14 + X15
(1)
With XOR gates in feedback configuration. Randomized data is then coded for forward error correction using Convolution Coding (CC). Interleaving is Similar to randomization but changes only the position of the bits not the state of the bits. The aim is to achieve desirable bit error distribution after demodulation. The incoming data into the interleaver is randomized in two permutations. First permutation ensures that adjacent bits are mapped onto nonadjacent subcarriers. The second permutation maps the adjacent coded bits onto less or more significant bits of constellation.Same permutation is done on the receiver side to rearrange the data bits into the correct sequence.
Modulation is a fundamental process of a digital communication system. It involves mapping of data bits on to the subcarrier. The modulations scheme namely QPSK is adopted in this work. The output of the buffer depends on the number of symbols in one OFDM frame. The buffer puts several data bursts together, e.g. 5 burst, to prepare 1440 data subcarriers. The buffer is used to store the bits in stack form. After filling buffer the data it pushes the data into subcarrier allocation. In OFDMA subcarrier allocation scheme is used for multiuser OFDM system. Now pilots are inserted within the data subcarriers. Pilots are used for various estimation and synchronization purposes. Data subcarriers are again interleaved after the pilot subcarriers are inserted. The pilot subcarriers interleaving is similar to bit interleaving. We have 60X24=1440 data subcarriers to be interleaved.(60 sub channel X 24 data subcarrier / channel).Inverse Fast Fourier Transform(IFFT)converts the data from frequency domain to time domain data representing OFDM subcarrier. It generates samples of a waveform with frequency component satisfying orthogonality condition. By the addition of cyclic prefix Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) can be prevented. CP copies the last section of a symbol & pastes it to the beginning of symbol. It performs as a guard interval. The frame will contain total = L + N samples. Cyclic prefix parameter can be 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 or 1/32. In this work Rayleigh channel is taken into consideration for the analysis.
I.2 CHANNEL
When the signal is scatters between the transmitter and receiver then Rayleigh channel can be used. In this case the signal experiences a multipath fading phenomenon before arriving at the destination. In this form of scenario there is no single signal path that dominates and a statistical approach is required to the analysis of the overall nature of the radio communications channel.
Rayleigh fading channel itself can be modelled by [4] generating the real and imaginary parts of a complex number according to independent normal Gaussian variables. However, it is sometimes the case that it is simply the amplitude fluctuations that are of interest.There are two main approaches to this. In both cases, the aim is to produce a signal that has the Doppler power spectrum given above and the equivalent autocorrelation properties. Let the scatterers be uniformly distributed around a circle at angles α n with K rays emerging from each scatterer. The Doppler shift on ray n is (2) and, with M such scatterers, the Rayleigh fading of the K th waveform over time can be modelled as:
Here, α and the β n and θ n.k are model parameters with α usually set to zero, β n chosen so that there is no cross-correlation between the real and imaginary parts of R(t) (4) and used to generate multiple waveforms. If a single-path channel is being modelled, so that there is only one waveform then can be zero. If a multipath, frequency-selective channel is being modelled so that multiple waveforms are needed. The uncorrelated waveforms are given by:
This model is modified [10, 9] by choosing slightly different spacing"s for the scatterers and scales their waveforms using Walsh-hadmard sequence to ensure zero cross-correlation. Setting 
CONVOLUTION CODING
Convolution codes represent one technique within the general class of channel codes. Channel codes (also called error-correction codes) permit reliable communication of an information sequence over a channel that adds noise, introduces bit errors, or otherwise distorts the transmitted signal. Convolution coding is done by combining the fixed number of input bits. The input bits are stored in the fixed length shift register and they are combined with thehelp of mod-2 adders. This operation is equivalent to binary convolution and hence it is called convolution coding. The operation of convolution encoder is illustrated in following figure. At each clock the content in the shift register is shifted by 1 to the right. The new input comes in as the first bit and the last bit will be the output. A shift register can be considered as adding some delay in the input. The shift registers can be understood as the "memory" of the encoder. It remembers the bits earlier in the sequence and performs operations with the following bits to output the final result. The shift registers are initialized as all 0"s. Recall that Å is an XOR operator. 1Å1=0, 1Å0=1, 0Å0=0. If we work on an input sequence 010111001010001, the output is 00 11 10 00 01 10 01 11 11 10 00 10 11 00 112. This encoder can also be modeled by a finite state machine. Each state is labeled by two bits ---the states of the two shift registers. Each transition is labeled w/v1v2, where w represents the input bit and v1 and v2 represent the two output bits. In this case, we always have w = v1. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this work WRAN is simulated at physical layer using MATLAB and from the results it is found that as the Number of receivers are increased SNR is reduced for a fixed value of BER however increasing the number of receivers is not cost effective hence it can be considered as limitation of this system and it gives scope for future work to fix up the BER for less number of receivers.
